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Abstract. The introduction into a mesoscale model of random (in space) variations in roughness length,
or random (in space and time) surface perturbations of temperature and friction velocity, produces a
measurable, but barely significant, response in the simulated flow dynamics of the lower atmosphere.
The perturbations are an attempt to include the effects of sub-grid variability into the ensemble-mean
parameterization
schemes used in many numerical models. Their magnitude is set in our experiments
by appeal to real-world observations of the spatial variations in roughness length and daytime surface
temperature over the land on horizontal scales of one to several tens of kilometers. With sea-breeze
simulations, comparisons of a number of realizations forced by roughness-length and surface-temperature perturbations with the standard simulation reveal no significant change in ensemble mean statistics,
and only small changes in the sea-breeze vertical velocity. Changes in the updraft velocity for individual
runs, of up to several cm s-l (compared to a mean of 14 cm s-l), are directly the result of prefrontal
temperature changes of 0.1 to 0.2 K, produced by the random surface forcing. The correlation and
magnitude of the changes are entirely consistent with a gravity-current interpretation of the sea breeze.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale and general circulation dynamical models of the atmosphere utilize
numerical solutions of the ensemble-averaged equations at a specified number of
grid points. The closure problem introduced by ensemble averaging is solved by
ensemble mean parameterizations of the sub-grid turbulence, usually through firstor second-order closure and surface-layer similarity theory. This approach in
numerical models implies spatial and temporal averaging over each grid cell in the
horizontal, with no account taken of sub-grid inhomogeneities at the surface
normally found in the real world. Sub-grid surface variations such as roughness,
soil moisture, albedo, and soil or vegetation type would result in significant subgrid time and space variability in surface fluxes and temperature. Thus, even when
the ensemble mean is the same over several grid points, variability during any one
realization will generally result in grid-area average values which vary from one
grid area to the next. In addition, at any one grid point, and even where diurnal
or large-scale forcing is invariant with time, surface values should exhibit significant
random variations in time. The response of mesoscale model simulations to this
representation of sub-grid variability, i.e., to perturbations about the ensemble
mean surface values, has been little studied.
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The problem of model response to random surface forcing has a strong analogy
to the forcing of large eddy simulation (LES) models by random temperature
perturbations at the surface on the one hand, and to the problem of grid-averaged
surface fluxes in numerical models addressed by e.g., Sud and Smith (1984) and
Mahrt (1987) on the other hand. Mahrt’s study in particular concentrated on, (i)
the loss of flux due to motions on a scale intermediate between small-scale turbulence and grid scale, mainly related to general circulation models; (ii) sub-grid
inhomogeneities and the impact on flux parameterization, particularly where local
flux-gradient relations are used, and (iii) the use, in models, of exchange or
transfer coefficients computed as functions of the grid-average Richardson number
(itself determined from grid-averaged quantities) rather than as the grid-averaged
transfer coefficient.
As an example of (ii), consider the local relation for the time-averaged surface
heat flux, Hi, given by
Hi = Cm * Ui . A&,

(1)

where the transfer coefficient CHi = CH(Rbi), Rbi being a bulk Richardson number
defined in terms of the local parameters ui, the wind speed, A&, the air-surface
temperature difference, and a height scale. Denoting,
uj = (Uj) + u:’

(24

A@= (A&) + A#

(2b)

Cffj = (Cffi) + C’;, 3

PC)

the grid area averaged heat flux, (Hi), is then given by
(Hi) = (((Cd

+ C%(4)

= (C,,)(ui)(A&) + S.

+ ei’)((uJ + 4))
(3)

Here S comprises a set of spatial correlation terms representing contributions to
the grid area averaged flux arising from sub-grid variations in local quantities
about their spatial mean. Thus, in the case where only surface-temperature variations occur at the sub-grid scale (viz., u:’ = (u:‘) = 0) hei, and hence Rbi and CHi,
will all exhibit sub-grid variations. The correlation term S in Equation (3) then
simplifies to (ui)(C~A~) under the assumption that (Cl&i) = (A@‘) = 0; the covariante term here may be non-zero, and is of potential importance in mesoscale
models where Ax, the horizontal grid spacing, may be -5-50 km.
An example of (iii) above can be seen by reference to Equation (3), where
C,((R,,)) is usually computed in models rather than (CH(Rb,)); differences between
these two quantities will result from the non-linear behaviour between Cn and Rb
(e.g., see Figures 1 and 2 in Mahrt (1987) and Figure 1 in Sud and Smith (1984)).
In addition to the above, the use of effective roughness lengths as grid averages
has been advocated in numerical models (e.g., Mason, 1988 and references there-
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in), to take account of sub-grid aerodynamic roughness length (z,) variations, or
for use in complex terrain. Similarly, envelope topography has been suggested as
a means to represent the sum effect of a spectrum of terrain features (e.g.,
Dell’Ossi, 1984).
In the present paper, we address the problem of the representation of surface
fluxes in mesoscale models by focusing on the response of model solutions to
perturbations of surface forcing from an ensemble average. Here the main issue
is whether the choice of a parameter as an ensemble mean quantity or as one
realization from a probability distribution produces significantly different results.
From a theoretical perspective, it may be that averaging the result of a series of
realizations based on random selection from a probability distribution associated
with the flux parameterization (e.g., in a LES run, in a mesoscale or generalcirculation model simulation) is a better approach than using ensemble-averaged
parameterizations. Whether one should perturb the roughness length (z,) in terms
of random, resolved z0 variations, the surface temperature or the fluxes in the
mesoscale model for more physically consistent results is explored.
The use of a two-dimensional, hydrostatic model is an appropriate tool when we
are investigating the mesoscaleresponse to subgrid-scale variability. This mesoscale
response is evaluated in the context of the parameterization scheme itself and, of
course, does not represent the details of individual three-dimensional turbulent
eddies. To the extent that such a parameterization replicates the grid-volume
average response to boundary-layer turbulence, the insertion of random variations
into the parameterization - variations which are consistent with either subgridscale surface variability or with the uncertainties associated with the turbulence
closure model, or both - is appropriate.
2. The Colorado State University

(CSU) Mesoscale Model

This model, which in a number of modified versions, is being used extensively
around the world, employs Monin-Obukhov similarity theory to compute surface
fluxes, together with a surface energy balance (SEB) equation to evaluate surface
temperature (e.g., Mahrer and Pielke, 1977; McNider and Pielke, 1981). In common with many numerical models, values of wind speed (uJ, potential temperature (0,) and specific humidity (sl) at any one time step and at the first atmospheric
level (which should be within the surface layer), together with surface temperature
(&) computed at the previous time step, are used to update turbulent parameters
u*, 13,and q* (see below) using an iterative technique. The new flux values are
then used to determinine the new surface temperature through an iterative solution
of the SEB equation (see Figure 1). In contrast, a modified version of the CSU
model described by Arritt (1987) used a prognostic form of the SEB equation,
and solved for the fluxes using the analytical scheme of Louis (1979). Model results
discussed in the present paper are based on the standard version of the model
which uses the iterative surface-layer parameterization schemes described above.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the mesoscale model coding, showing the iterative schemes for the
evaluation of u*, 0, and 00, and locations A and B where perturbations on u* and O,, respectively,
were inserted. ‘Conv’ indicates the positions at which convergence of the iteration occurs.

Generally, z0 is set as a constant for the land surface used in a specific mesoscale
model simulation though there is no reason why z0 should not be allowed to vary
as required.
3. Surface-Layer

Parameterizatlon

Schemes

In the CSU model and many others, the surface fluxes are related to the scaling
parameters u*, 8, and q* through,
7 = pu;,
H = pc,u,b,

(44
(4b)

E=

(4c)

pu*q*.

Here r is the surface stress (momentum flux), H is the sensible heat flux and E is
the evaporation (the latent heat flux equals AE), all computed at a grid point as
a grid area or volume average and representing an ensemble average value; in
addition, p and cP are the density and specific heat of air, respectively, and A is
the latent heat of vaporization of water. Use of the turbulent scaling parameters
is at the very basis of the Monin-Obukhov theory, and these are related to mean
field variables through the following,
u* = ln(z/z,) - T\v,(zIL)
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(6)

and similarly for q*. Here k is von Karman’s constant, Pr is a neutral turbulent
Prandtl number, z is height, z0 and zr are aerodynamic roughness and temperature
surface scaling lengths, respectively, and L is the Monin-Obukhov stability length
defined in terms of u* and 8,. Model schemes differ in their choice of k, Pr, z,/zT
and VM,H, but the CSU model utilizes the results of Businger et al. (1971) and
Zilitinkevitch (1970) - the sensitivity of model fields to the choice of these ensemble mean parameterizations has recently been discussed by Garratt and Pielke
(1989).
In the CSU model, the impact of z0 upon the surface fluxes is included at
location A in Figure 1 where Equations (5) and (6) are solved iteratively.

4. Nature of Random Surface Forcing

In numerical models using ensemble-averaged first-order closure schemes, subgrid variability is ignored, and horizontal homogeneous fields will result across a
domain with a given uniform surface type with specified properties. In reality,
sub-grid variability in time and space will occur, with grid-average and domainaverage variations about the ensemble mean. For example, time variations in
surface fluxes and surface temperature (other than the low frequency diurnal
wave) might result from the presence of cumulus clouds, or variations in nearsurface wind speed and direction over the surface due to natural frequencies of
wind oscillation in the atmosphere. Space variations in these properties, for instance, might be the result of variations in surface albedo, surface moisture and
roughness due to variations in surface type (snow, water, soil, vegetation, etc.) as
occurs in a rural agricultural countryside. Such sub-grid inhomogeneities would
result in grid-by-grid variations in the appropriate grid averages at any one time,
certainly at horizontal averaging scales greater than a few km. At these scales,
and larger, variations in surface temperature and surface type (e.g., indirectly
through surface albedo or vegetation index) are now readily observed from space
many times a day over specified land areas (surface moisture can now also be
monitored from satellite). The variability of surface properties is very much greater
over the land than over the sea.
The aim of the present paper is to simulate this real-world surface variability
over the land so as to evaluate its influence (if any) on the model fields, by
comparison with a control simulation. The control simulation is one that utilises
the standard ensemble-averaged scheme, with constant z0 over the land, and no
imposed surface-temperature variability. In choosing a sea-breeze system, the
ocean is assumed to be horizontally homogeneous.
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4.1. OBSERVATIONS OF SURFACE VARIABILITY
The magnitude of the surface variability, in the form of space and/or time perturbations in some surface property, must be carefully determined and be representative of the real world. In the present study, the dominant forcing of interest
involves the imposition of either random z0 variations in space only, or surface
temperature variations in space and time.
4.1.1. Aerodynamic

Roughness Length

Natural surfaces have a wide range of z0 values, as indicated in Table I. Numerical
models of the atmosphere, whether mesocale or large scale, can readily include
grid-resolved variations in roughness, although many do not, preferring to specify
constant z0 for all land surfaces or, at best, broad-scale variations according to
specified distributions of two or three surface types only. Where detailed z0
distributions are required, the question of how to incorporate subgrid z0 variations
arises, i.e., how to evaluate representative area-averaged z0 values over heterogeneous land. Several approaches are possible, leaving aside the problem of
incorporating topography effects into effective roughness lengths.
One approach, which gives the correct spatially averaged velocity profile
(Taylor, 1987), is to take
(In z,) = 6’ 2 In zoi.

(7)

An alternative approach, which ensures the correct spatially-averaged surface
stress (Garratt, 1977a; Mason, 1988; Smith and Carson, 1977), is to take
(C,) = n-l t: cgi
,

(8)

where C, is a geostrophic drag coefficient and a known function of zO. In our seabreeze simulations with random z, variations over the land, we have used Equation
(7) to ensure that the area-averaged roughness ((z,)), over all land grid points, is

TABLE I
Values of the aerodynamic roughness length for a range of
flat, natural surfaces - data from Table 2 of Garratt (1977a),

Table 7.3 of Pielke (1984) and Garratt (1977b)
Surface
Water bodies

2, (4
0.00014.001

Sand; bare soil

0.001

Sparse grass
Grass
Crops
Scattered trees; shrubs
Dense woodland, forests

0.001-0.002
0.005-0.05
0.054.1
0.2-0.5
0.5-1.0
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Fig. 2. Horizontal variations of z0 at a horizontal resolution of 7.5 km, based on two model simulations. In (a), z0 = 0.044 m, and in (b) z0 = 0.039 m. The figure illustrates typical space variations to
be expected in a real-world, heterogeneous landscape.

similar for all runs. The actual spatial variability in zOfor any one run was chosen
both to reflect known natural variability at the grid resolution used in the model,
and to give induced surface temperature variability in the middle of the day
consistent with observations (see below). Figure 2 shows the variations of zO
chosen for two of the model simulations to be described later, consistent with a
heterogeneous landscape comprising soils, short grass, crops and open woodland
(e.g., Table I).
4.1.2. Surface Temperature

We have constrained the space-time perturbation forcing scheme in the model
simulations to produce root-mean-square (rms) surface temperature fluctuations
in space with a magnitude consistent with observations during daytime over the
land. Several sets of such observations, made from aircraft and satellite radiometric
measurements, are available for present purposes on a horizontal scale consistent
with grid spacings used in mesoscale and larger-scale models - in our case we have
used Ax = 7.5 km. Recently, Hadfield et al. (1988a) have discussed some of these
data for the analogous problem of random forcing in a LES model.
Figure 3 shows several sets of observations made over the land during daytime
when insolation was high, and small-scale surface inhomogeneities existed. The
observations reveal fluctuations in 0, on scales from a few km to many tens of
kilometres, with a, about l-3 K, larger values in this range tending to occur near
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midday. Figure 3e shows some recent mid-afternoon
measurements of surface
temperature made from the AVHRR instrument on the NOAA-9 polar orbiting
satellite. Variations of several degrees K along a 25 km east-west line from a
sample area in central New South Wales, Australia are related to known variations
in surface conditions, particularly soil type and vegetation (i.e., semi-arid scrub
juxtaposed with irrigated crops). For the full 25 km square, and a larger 100 km
square enclosing this smaller sample area, measured a, (areal) are about 3 K.
Based on these observations, the model has been constrained to give a% at the
sub-grid scale of about 2-3 K near midday. The means by which this is achieved
is described below; such 8, variations will, in practice, be related to variations in
surface heat flux H, and possibly also to ux, caused by surface roughness variations
in non-neutral conditions.
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Fig. 3. Experimental data on the small-scale spatial variation of the surface temperature during clear
days, over inhomogeneous land surfaces: (a) From Pielke and Cotton (1977), with temperature variance
also included; W and E refer to the west and east coasts of Florida, respectively; (b) From Lenschow
and Dutton (1964); the three curves are for three separate dates around the middle of the day; (c)
From Hechtel and Stull (1985); (d) Senior author’s data from the CSIRO F-27 research aircraft, near
Mt. Gambier, South Australia at 0400 UT, 9 Dee, 1984; (e) AVHRR data from NOAA-9 during midafternoon of 14 January, 1988; three sample east-west lines of 25 km length, the abscissa origin
corresponding to longitude 145.65”E, and data set 1 (O-O)
to a latitude of 34.6”s. Sets 2 (A-A)
and 3 (O-O)
are 4 and 22 km farther south.

4.2. RANDOMFORCINGSCHEMES

Any scheme chosen to produce random surface perturbations requires that the
model-calculated surface property 5 (in such models the grid-point value represents a grid area or volume average, and is identified with the ensemble mean,
denoted by the overbar) at any time and location be perturbed by @‘, to give a
new value @ to be then used in computing other variables. That is, we have set
@=@+@’

(9)

where @ needs to be parameterized to give z, variations consistent with the real
world, and surface-temperature variations with ‘+@”= 2-3 K near midday under
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clear skies. We assume for ease of application and interpretation
that Q has a
Gaussian distribution
in time and space, consistent with known properties of
turbulence near the surface, with satellite observations of surface temperature
(e.g., those analysed by the senior author - see also Figure 3), and with the
assumptions on sub-grid variability made by Sud and Smith (1984) and Mahrt
(1987). The present study is based on three random forcing schemes, as follows.
SCHEME 1.
In the case of surface roughness, random variations in space are imposed, with
a(x) = In zO, with the constraint that for each run, we have the domain (land)
average, (z,) = Z, = 0.05 m, which is the value used in the control run. At any
one grid point, surface fluxes are evaluated at logic location A in the model (Figure
l), based on solutions to Equations (5) and (6), using the specified value of z0 for
each grid point.
SCHEME 2.
Here, we set @(x, t) = &,, the surface temperature,
which is evaluated
model at logic location B in Figure 1. Our approach uses a correlation
analogous to that of McNider (1981) for particle dispersion, viz.,
W(t) = @‘(t - At)R(At) + fa@(l - R*)r’*

in the
model
(10)

where f is a random number from the normal distribution with mean of zero and
unit variance; a@ is set so as to give correct values to ‘TV in terms of space
variability and its diurnal variation; R is some specified autocorrelation function,
and At is the model time step. No account is taken, in this simplistic approach, of
space correlations in @. This seems quite valid for grid lengths greater than a few
kilometres, since horizontal integral length scales for boundary-layer turbulence
are generally less than a few kilometres. In any case, existence of space correlations
in 0, will depend specifically on the factors forcing the 13,variations.
In the case of the time correlation, the two extreme values of R give W(t) =
fa,(R = 0) and Q’(t) = @‘(t - At)(R = 1); in the present study, we investigate the
impact of R = 0 (Scheme 2a) and R = exp(-At/r)
(Scheme 2b) with random
perturbations made at each grid (AX spacing). We chose r = 1.5min, consistent
with an integral length scale of several kilometres, in a mean horizontal ABL wind
of several m s-l. Thus, with a time step of 30 s, R is close to unity. In order to
evaluate the effect of the horizontal scale of the forcing, random perturbations
were kept the same for each adjacent 5 grids across the land (5Ax spacing), and
a number of simulations made with R = 0 (Scheme 2c) and R = exp( -At/r)
(Scheme 2d).
In practice, v&, needs to vary diurnally, so we set
uHo= 1.63,
to give the right magnitude

(11)
at midday,

decreasing to near-zero at sunrise and
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sunset. The nature of the iteration procedure (see Figure 1, Equations (5) and
(6) and the Appendix) then produced negligible variability in u*, but comparable
variability in 19,,and hence H.
SCHEME 3.
Schemes 1 and 2 represent forcing due to random variations in external boundary
parameters or variables, z0 and 0, (in a sense, this forcing could be likened to the
effects of variations in land use in the real world). For comparison purposes only,
we imposed random variations on the friction velocity calculated at model location
A in Figure 1. The physical basis for this is not readily defended, though such
variations would result from variations in roughness, wind speed and wind direction. With @ = u,(x, t), the time correlation aspect of u$(x, t) was determined from
Equation (lo), taking R = 0 (Scheme 3a) and R = exp( -At/r), with T = 15 min
(Scheme 3b). For these runs, we took the simplest model for uuu*,viz.,
au* = lq3.4,

(12)

where the factor 3.4 was determined by trial and error to give the correct magnitude for ueo. This approach gave significant variability in all surface quantities.
5. Model Runs

We chose a simple two-dimensional (2D) sea-breeze simulation with a 84 x 20
grid array, starting at sunrise in mid-summer at latitude 30” N, with a 5 m s-l
offshore geostrophic wind and sea-surface temperature of 290 K. In all runs, the
horizontal grid spacing Ax = 7.5 km, and integration of the model was terminated
at time t = 18hr. For all runs except those in Scheme 1, we prescribed an aerodynamic roughness length over the land of 0.05 m (two additional control runs
were made with z, values of 0.01 and 0.1 m). Where random z, variations were
specified, the land-averaged z, was constrained to be close to a value of 0.05 m.
The CSU model includes a horizontal smoother in the form of a Long filter;
this is a very selective low-pass filter and acts as a substitute for an explicit
horizontal diffusion formulation. Its form is given by (Mahrer and Pielke, 1978),
q = +(l + 6 tan*(h/2))-’

(13)

where + is the field (velocity or temperature), $ is the smoothed field, 6 is the
filter coefficient and A is the wavelength (2Ax, 4Ax, etc.). To eliminate 2Ax noise,
yet retain almost all of the information at larger scales, 6 values of 0.01 to 0.05
are usually chosen.
In the control run (representing the ensemble-averaged fields and surface quantities), with z, = 0.05 m, we took values of 6 = 0.00625, 0.0125 and 0.025, and
with 6 = 0.025, values of z0 = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 m, in order to assessthe relative
sea-breeze characteristics. In all cases, fields are well developed by time I = 6 hr,
and there is a recognizable updraft region above the sea-breeze front. With z. =
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0.05 m, this updraft has a maximum magnitude (NJ,) of 0.139, 0.162 and
0.166 m s-l for S = 0.025, 0.0125 and 0.00625, respectively. The maximum occurs
at the coastline (identified with grid-point 42 - note that the land extends from
grid-point 1 to 42). This trend of w, with 6 is consistent with decreased smoothing,
leading to increased horizontal velocity gradients, hence to increased convergence
at the sea-breeze front and to greater updraft velocities (based on 2D continuity
requirements). With 6 = 0.025, the updraft has a maximum magnitude of 0.124,
0.139 and 0.141 for z0 = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 m, respectively.
Additional simulations, with random forcing and identical initial and boundary
conditions, were made with 6 = 0.025 only. The total number of simulations made
can be summarised as follows:
7 runs or realizations;

Scheme 1 (z,(n))
Scheme 2 (0,$(x,t)) :
2a (Ax forcing; R = 0)

7 runs;
TABLE

II

Mean statistics of n runs or realizations for the control (C) and three forcing schemes - Scheme 1 (n =
7) - z,(x); Scheme 2 (n = 5 or 7) - &(x, t): and Scheme 3 (n = 5 or 7) - u,(x, t) at t = 6 h. The
standard deviation c refers to the average (for n runs) grid variability (grid points 2 to 31 over the
land), viz.,
oZ=W’Iz(@,-@))2
for i = 2 to 31 (N = 30), where grid point values of a range of physical quantities are represented by
@,, and the domain average by (a). The standard deviation C refers to the domain-averaged variability
about the ensemble mean (n realizations) @$, viz.,
22 = n-1 Ix ((a),, - (a))*
for n=5 or 7, @ is the relevant variable, with units as follows -en, fI* and 4 are in K, U* and w,, are
in ms -I and H is in W m-*
Q,

(43)

C
304.7

r
cr
(u,)

0.296

c
(T
(0,)

1.25

z
CT

Sl
305.4
0.39
2.7

S2a

S2b

304.7
0.55
2.4

304.7
0.24
2.2

s2c
304.6
0.47
2.3

S2d

S3a

S3b

304.5
0.77
2.7

305.3
0.68
3.4

305.0
0.26
2.1

0.287

0.290

0.2R8

0.290

0.290

0.286

0.294

0.007
0.05

0.001
0.03

0.002
0.03

0.002
0.03

0.003
0.03

0.020
0.09

0.012
0.07

1.27

1.28

1.27

1.27

1.27

14.36

1.29

0.05
0.22

0.07
0.41

0.03
0.25

0.02
0.16

0.03
0.20

0.02
0.18

W)
c
CT

451

438
6
32

448
12
56

443
8
56

(4
wrn
c

286.1
0.139

286.1
0.130
0.01

286.1
0.141
0.001

286.2
0.147
0.011

0.06
0.18
446
22
SO
286. I
0.140
0.003

446
13
58

436
9
56

444
4
32

286.1
0.147
0.023

286.2
0.158
0.004

286.2
0.147
0.01
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2b (Ax; R = exp(-At/T))
2c (5Ax forcing; R = 0)
2d (5Ax; R = exp(-At/T))
Scheme 3 (u&, t)):
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3b (R = exp( -At/T))
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7 runs;
5 runs;
5 runs;
5 runs;
7 runs.

Mean statistics have been evaluated for each scheme. These include domainaveraged ((a) - defined in terms of land grid points 2-31 inclusive) and ensembleaveraged quantities (5 - averages of the n realizations for each scheme covering
land grid points 2-31, and averages of the maximum updraft velocity, w,), which
are discussed below, mainly for fields at t = 6 hr when the sea breeze is well
developed. Table II summarizes relevant data; note that we are dealing with 3
types of averaging (excluding time averages) - (i) vertical averages (in the present
case, within the boundary layer), for a given horizontal grid point, time and
realization, 6); (ii) domain averages (in the present sea-breeze case, land grid
points 2-31 inclusive), for a given time and realization, (a); and (iii) ensemble
averages of the n realizations, 5 or (@).

6. Discussion of Results

6.1. ENSEMBLE STATISTICS
Table II contains the most relevant ensemble mean statistics for all the forcing
schemes used, whilst Figure 4 shows the distribution of domain-averaged surface
temperature and w, for individual runs or realisations. Stochastic forcing at the
surface does produce a response in the model simulations, but it is barely significant
in any of the forcing schemes. The ensemble means for &, u*, 13,and 8 (vertical
average) over the land are close to the values for the control run; in the case
of &, for example, the standard deviation of the individual domain averages
(realizations) about the ensemble average is approximately 0.5 K.
The major impact of surface perturbations is upon the maximum updraft velocity, which is a dynamically important indicator of sea-breeze intensity. All forcing
schemes, with the exception of Scheme 1, produce an increase in the ensemblemean PV~,with scatter being least for Scheme 2a and greatest for Scheme 2d (refer
to C values in Table II, and Figure 4b). With the latter forcing scheme, w, varies
between 0.12 and 0.18 m SC’ (see later for a possible explanation). Figure 4a shows
the distributions of domain-averaged surface temperature (friction velocity and
heat flux are not shown), which, with the surface fluxes, might be expected to
affect the sea-breeze behaviour. The fact that none of the ensemble means is
significantly different from the control partly explains the weak response of the
sea breeze to the perturbations in the surface forcing. In the case of surface
temperature, for example, ensemble means are generally within 0.5 K of the
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Fig. 4. Data from the sets of sea-breeze simulations, for all three forcing schemes. Values of (0,) in
degrees K are shown in (a), and values of W, in m s-l in (b). Continuous vertical lines represent the
parameter values for the control run; ensemble means for each scheme are shown as short, vertical
pecked lines.

control, compared to a difference of about 25 K between land surface and sea
surface temperatures at t = 6 h. As an indication of the simulated horizontal
variations in f$,,Figure 5 gives representative data (at t = 6 h) for all three schemes,
together with the corresponding w variations at z -L 1000 m (within the mixed
layer). All forcing schemes produce negligible response in the w field far inland
of the sea-breeze front.
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Fig. 5. Horizontal variations of vertical velocity at 1000m height (w), and surface temperature (00)
for three sample runs (realizations) at t = 6 h - (a) scheme 1; (b) scheme 2a; and (c) scheme 3a.

Finally, the frequency distributions of 0, for several runs for schemes 1, 2 and
3 are given in Figure 6. In the first and last cases, anomalously high 8, values
exist, producing the simulated skewed distribution. This may not be physically
unrealistic but its presence in the model simulations is a result of both the use of
Monin-Obukhov surface-layer theory in the formulations for calculating U* and
8, (Equations (4), (5) and (6)), and of the numerical scheme for calculating $.
The latter involves a non-linear response of surface temperature changes to imposed z0 or U* variations. Details in the Appendix show that, for constant insolation, the surface energy balance equation (Al) behaves like (see Equation
(A3)) 1

a$ ae,
---du, aI&

U,'.

This implies a negative correlation between 0, changes and U* (and implicitly, z,),
hence H (from Equation (4b)), changes; very small values of z0 or Z.L*will tend
to yield anomalously large values of &, and so produce an asymmetrical skewed
0, distribution in reponse to forcing by a symmetrical In z0 or U* distribution (see
comments in Garratt and Pielke, 1990).
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and open circles, and by the solid triangle. Curves are drawn by eye to represent the distribution, with
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6.2. I~~PACT~FTIMECORRELATION
Given the nature of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer, a significant
correlation of fluctuations would be expected from one timestep to the next, when
the time resolution, or At, is less than a few minutes. Equation (10) describes
the correlation model used for both surface temperature and friction velocity
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perturbations; we discuss here only results for surface temperature (Scheme 2).
Two approaches were made - the first, with R = 0, represents a purely random
forcing; the second introduces some physical realism, by taking R = exp(-At/T)
with r = 15min.
Reference to Table II and Figure 4 for Scheme 2 statistics shows that the impact
of the choice of R on the sea breeze is minimal; increasing R produces a barely
significant increase in the ensemble mean w,. For both horizontal scales of Ax
and 5Ax, increasing R does produce, however, a marked increase in the scatter
of individual runs about the respective w, ensemble means (Figure 4b), with
weaker sea breezes more probable for larger R.
6.3.

OF HORIZONTAL SCALE

IMPACT

The horizontal scale of the surface perturbations was varied for Scheme 2 only.
For a change from Ax to 5Ax, the impact is insignificant; the most obvious result
being a small increase in the width of the w,,, distribution (Figure 4b). The sea
breeze is just not responding to scale changes of this magnitude; note that in the
model domain, the land surface is ~45A.x in extent, and thus much larger than
the scale of the perturbed forcing.
6.4. RESPONSE

OFSEA

BREEZE

TOPRE-FRONTALTEMPERATURE

Reference to Table II, and ensemble mean values of prefrontal ABL temperature
and w,, reveals a tendency (though the significance is questionable) for higher
upward motion to correspond with higher temperatures. Differences in ensemble
mean temperatures are, in fact, no more than 0.1 K. To investigate this possible
relationship, several individual runs with extreme w, values were identified. These
are labelled in Figure 4b with the letters ‘w’ and ‘c’, referring to warmer and cooler
boundary-layer temperatures ahead of the sea-breeze front, and are summarised in
Table III. The values of (6) are, at best, estimated to 0.05 K only and are sensitive
to some extent to definition of the boundary-layer top, and how well this is
resolved in the model.
Well inland of the sea breeze, values of 6 are more or less unaffected by
horizontal and vertical advection processes, and should be mainly determined by

TABLE III
Values of (8) estimated over 10 grid points inland of the sea-breeze front, for a number
of runs with near-extreme values of w,, the sea-breeze maximum updraft velocity (6)
Scheme
1
2d
2b
2b
2d

Run

w, (ms-I)

(6) W

2
2
4

0.107
0.120
0.133

1

0.164

3

0.178

286.1
286.15
286.1
286.2
286.35
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turbulent heating, viz.,
a&at = Ho/h

(14)

where h is the ABL depth. Integrating Equation (14) with respect to time, the
ABL temperature at t = 6 h is then related to the heat-flux, and boundary-layer
depth, history, with
A~G

6(H,,,ht)dt.
i

(15)

0

Here Ai? is the increase in ABL temperature between sunrise and t = 6 h. With
(Ho) and (h) averaging about 250 W mP2 and 700 m, respectively, for this time
period, Equation (15) gives A8 = 6.2 K, very close to that observed in the control
model simulation (6 increases from 280.0 to 286.1 K). The influence of the surface
perturbations appears to be through the ABL temperature via the heat-flux divergence; the values of w, in Table III are uncorrelated with (Ho), so the depth of
the ABL must be relevant.
Changes in the prefrontal ABL temperature, (d), must necessarily lead to
changes in the layer-averaged horizontal temperature contrast (60) across the seabreeze front. It is readily shown that a change of 0.1 K in this contrast, for a 750 m
deep layer, would be consistent with a change in w, of the correct magnitude.
Thus, for a layer of depth h, continuity requires
w, = hu,lAx

= hclhx,

since the frontal speed c will be = the maximum horizontal velocity in the cold
air, u,. Using the gravity-current formulation for frontal speed, with g the acceleration due to gravity, viz.,
c2 = (g/8)h 68,

then.
w& = (g/8)h3(Ax-2

60.

For a 0.1 K increase in 68, with h = 750 m and Ax = 7.5 km, w, increases by about
0.025 m s-l. Deviations of w, and (&) in Table III from the control run values
are quite consistent with this gravity-current interpretation of the sea breeze.
7. Summary and Conclusions

Over land surfaces, for a typical ‘heterogeneous landscape, the aerodynamic roughness length (z,) may vary between 0.0001-0.001 m (water bodies and flat, bare
soil) and 1 m (forests), on scales of hundreds of meters to tens of kilometres or
more. In addition, the surface temperature in the middle of the day under partially
cloudy to clear skies typically has rms fluctuations of 2-3 K at the same horizontal
scales. Introduction into a mesoscale model, of fluctuations in z0 (in space only)
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and in surface temperature (space and time), is meant to provide a simple, but
realistic, representation of these real-world inhomogeneities, and permit determination of their impact on sub-grid variability. This approach also tests the effect
of natural variability in the ensemble surface-layer parameterization which was
developed based on local observations averaged on time scales of at least 20 min
under steady atmospheric background conditions. In all of the model simulations
used in this study, fluctuations in surface properties were imposed over the land,
but the sea was allowed to remain horizontally homogeneous.
For sea-breeze simulations, the mesoscale model appears to be quite robust to
a range of surface forcing schemes which impose a random component to surface
roughness, surface temperature and even friction velocity (used for comparison
purposes only). No significant impact on ensemble mean parameters is evident.
Changing the horizontal scale of the forcing has negligible impact, as does the
magnitude of the time correlation function (varying between 0 and 1) used in the
simple correlation model (Equation (10)).
Deviations in ensemble mean values of w,, and particularly in values for individual runs (realisations), from that for the control run (fields at t = 6 h were used),
are related to deviations in the prefrontal ABL temperature, (6). Time changes
in this temperature are mainly the result of turbulent heat flux convergence across
the ABL, and so the deviations must be related to random changes in (Ho) and
(h). Because of the stochastic nature of the forcing, changes in these parameters
combine to give either warming or cooling of the ABL over a period of time, of
no more than 0.2 K. Such temperature changes induce changes in w, because of
the gravity-current nature of the sea breeze.
Somewhat more detailed and sophisticated experiments are required to investigate, and extend, the above results, particularly for a range of mesoscale flow
phenomena during the day and night, over flat and complex terrain, and when
deep cumulus convection occurs.
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Appendix

We refer to Figure 1, and Equations (5) and (6) by which u* and 8, are evaluated;
this requires 0, to be evaluated from the surface energy equation in the form,
Sd+FLd--&i-

?'I(%-

60)

= 3'243,

(Al)
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where we have assumed for illustrative purposes zero evaporation, and a surface
pressure of 1000 mb. In the above, S, is the net shortwave flux and FLd is the
incoming longwave flux; a@ represents the outgoing longwave flux from the
surface assumed to be radiating as a black body (a being the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant); n(& - f?OO)represents the ground heat flux, with 0, being a deep
soil temperature; and the right-hand-side (RHS) term is the sensible heat flux.
Consideration of Equations (5), (6) and (Al) shows that,
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(i) When a 0, perturbation is applied at B in Figure 1, little impact on U* is
anticipated (only through the stability function ‘PM) but 6, will be affected
significantly (through Equation (6)).
(ii) When a z&x) or u*(x, t) perturbation is applied at A in Figure 1, 0, is
affected through the RHS term in Equation (Al), and consequently 8,
through Equation (6) during iteration. The response of 0, to z0 or u.+
variations can be estimated by taking C?/CYU,
in Equation (Al), assuming
constant radiative fluxes (valid for a particular time step) and approximating
for 8, from Equation (6). With the RHS term in Equation (Al) replaced
by r3u,(eo - f4>, we find
:(4~e:,
*

+ y1 + y3u*) = -y3(eo - e,).

WI

For typical daytime flux values, the dominant term on the LHS is that containing
y3u*, so that,

-de0 = -(e. - el)h,.
au*

(A31

This reveals the sought-after negative correlation in unstable conditions, and a
tendency for anomalously large 0, values when U* and hence z0 is small. This is
shown in Figure 7, taken from a number of runs with scheme 3 forcing, at random
grid points.
It should be noted that such a correlation is related directly to the lack of proper
behaviour of the heat flux in the free convective limit. This is a characteristic
feature of the Monin-Obukhov theory, where H is constrained to depend on u,,
hence wind speed, as the wind tends towards zero. The anomalous behaviour in
0, at low wind speeds would be mostly removed with a heat-flux formulation that
allowed the heat flux to become independent of wind speed (or u*) in the free
convective limit. A good example is that due to Louis (1979) where the heat
transfer coefficient has an inverse wind-speed dependence at low wind speeds.
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